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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Switzerland

• Zurich city tour with Mosque visit
• Mt Titlis excursion by cable car
• Chapel Bridge and Lion Monument
• Bern city tour – Einstein Museum, Einstein Haus
• Tasch – Rack train to Zermatt
• Matterhorn Mountain viewing
• Chillon Castle
• Geneva City tour with Mosque visit

France

• Overnight stay in Beaune
• Paris City Tour with Grande Mosquée de Paris

SINGAPORE - ZURICH

Assemble at Changi Airport for your flight to Zurich, the largest city of Switzerland.
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Meals on board



ZURICH - LUCERNE

Upon arrival in Zurich, embark on your journey with a city tour of the city to Grossmunster, Fraumunster
Church, Lindenhof and the Old Town. The city was founded by the Romans where it was first called as
Turicum. Next, visit Mahmood Mosque, the first built purpose mosque in Zurich. The mosque was opened in
1963 and had a minaret that was being banned by popular voters. Proceed to Lucerne from Zurich for your
wonderful stay nearby the swiss alps region.
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Meals on board/Lunch/Dinner

LUCERNE

After breakfast, start your day fresh with a visit to Chapel Bridge, a unique covered wooden foot bridge that has
its interior painting dating back to the 17th century. Next, stop by Lion Monument, a rock relief to commemorate
the swiss guards in late 18th century during the French Revolution. Ascend up Mt Titlis by cable car and enjoy
the breath-taking views of the Central Swiss Alps and fun activities on the snowfield. Spend the day free at leisure
and start your shopping spree for Swiss branded watch or chocolates.
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Breakfast/Dinner

LUCERNE - BERN - INTERLAKEN

This morning, start your day with a scenic drive to Bern, the capital city of Switzerland also known as the federal
city. Explore the capital with a city tour that brings you to a photo-stop around the Old town and Clock Tower.
Next, you will continue your journey with a view of Einstein Museum, the second largest museum in Switzerland
build in the year 1894. The museum is also dedicated to the life and the work of Albert Einstein. Thereafter, you
will have a chance to view the Einstein Haus, a museum and former residence of Albert Einstein. Stop by and
visit Bear Pit, an enclosure that housed bears within the old town of the city. In the late 12th century, Duke
Berthold V of Zähringen vowed to name the city after the first animal he met during his hunt in the woods. Since
then, bear had become the symbol of the city of Bern and first record of bears being kept in the city was from
1513. Continue to a visit to Masjid-ul-Qghair, a full fledge masjid and Friday Jummah where it conducts in Arabic
combine with Tamil, German, Turkish and English. Continue towards Interlaken where you will enjoy your stay
around the Lake of Interlaken.
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Breakfast/Lunch



INTERLAKEN

This day, spend the day free at leisure. Enjoy a cup of coffee and relax around Lake Interlaken or you may wish to
join an optional tour at your own expenses to Fungfraujoch – Top of Europe.
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Breakfast

INTERLAKEN - ZERMATT - MONTREUX

After breakfast, proceed to Tasch, a municipality in the district of Visp in the Canton region of Switzerland where
you will board a rack train to Zermatt, a famous resort town at the base of Matterhorn. View Matterhorn
Mountain, the signature mountain symbol of toblerone chocolate. Next, continue your journey to Montreux, a
traditional resort town at the edge of the Lake Geneva.
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Breakfast/Dinner

MONTREUX - GENEVA - BEAUNE

Today, start your tour by viewing Chillon Castle, an island castle located on Lake Geneva, frequented by both
Swiss travellers and tourist. It was first recorded in the 11th century during the Savoy period. Continue your
journey along the coastal road of Lake Geneva before reaching into Geneva, a city surrounded my swiss alps and
has a magnificent view of the Mont Blanc. A tour around the city which includes Jet D’eau, Reformation Wall,
United Nation Building and the Red Cross Building. Next, bid farewell to Switzerland while you will travel along
the vineyards towards Beaune, a town in the center of Burgundy region for a night stay.
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Breakfast/Dinner

BEAUNE - PARIS

This morning, leave behind your footprints of quiet vineyards and travel to the bustling city of Paris, also known
as the City of Light. Upon arrival, take in marvelous sights of the Napoleon’s Arc de Triomphe, Champs
Elysees Boulevard and Place de la Concorde. View the Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame Cathedral, one of the
most magnificent masterpieces of Gothic architecture. Thereafter, visit the Fragonard Perfumery, one of the
largest perfumeries in France. It is also a great place to purchase exclusive scents of France at affordable prices.
After lunch, visit the Grande Mosquee de Paris, one of the largest mosque in Europe before spending the rest of
the day free at leisure to explore the city or you may board the Seine River cruise at your own
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expenses.

Breakfast/Lunch

PARIS

Today, spend the day free at leisure and enjoy a cup of coffee along the streets of Paris with your loved ones.
You may wish to get a ticket to visit the Disneyland Paris or go for a heritage tour within the Palace of Versailles
at your own expenses.
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Breakfast

PARIS - SINGAPORE

If time permits, you may indulge in last-minute shopping before your transfer arrives for your flight departure back
to Singapore.
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Meals on board/Breakfast

ARRIVAL SINGAPORED11



12D EUROPE EXPRESS WITH
LONDON

11D IRRESISTABLE ITALY

Other Packages You May Be Interested


